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Abstract: This paper focus on the importance of machine learning schemes in the field of cyber security. There are
various threats that are often present in our digital world today and when we look into that we can see its enormous
web of threats which often needs a lot of analysis. The data that are generated, captured, and tested is often too
complex for the conventional tools and strategies to look for patterns and issues. The domain of Malware analysis is
gaining lot of attention nowadays. As lot of thing are been digitalized and securing those digital resources has become
a very significant responsibility today. This paper highlight the importance of using various machine learning
techniques in the field in Malware Analysis, a separate domain in Cyber Security.
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I. INTRODUCTION:
Cyber security is the state or procedure of ensuring and recuperating systems, gadgets, and projects from a cyber-attack.
Cyber-attacks are a developing peril to associations, representatives, and purchasers. They might be intended to get to or
obliterate delicate information or force cash. They can, in actuality, obliterate organizations and harm individuals' money
related and individual lives. In order to understand the principles behind cyber security, one should get to know about the
types of cyber security related threats that could harness devastating effects on the digital gadgets.[1]
The various types of cyber threats are

Social Engineering

Advanced persistent Threats

Malware
Social Engineering: The procedure of mentally controlling individuals into performing activities or giving endlessly
data.
Advanced persistent Threats: Assaults in which an unapproved client invades a system undetected and remains in the
system for a significant lot of time.
Malware: Malwares are Programs that is explicitly intended to obtain entrance or harm a PC without the information of
the proprietor.
Apart from the above mentioned threats, there are various kind of threats that could compromise a system but
comparing to those these are very vital to consider.
On the other hand Machine learning is a noteworthy engineering research, and such research has just affected
certifiable applications. Within the ﬁeld of cyber security, it is difﬁcult to overstate the potential applications for machine
learning. In this paper, we present a wide variety of machine learning techniques that are very vital for the security of
digital gadgets and information. For each framework analysed, we give a survey, trailed by an agent trial of securityrelated applications where the system has shown accommodating. The information showed here is intended to give a
sensitive preamble to the ﬁeld, and to give the wide arrangement of employments where machine learning can accept a
supportive occupation. [2]
II. SUPPORT VECTOR MACHINES
A. Introduction to Support Vector Machines
Support Vector Machines depend on the idea of decision planes that characterize decision limits. A decision
plane is one that isolates between a lots of objects having diverse class enrolments. A schematic model is appeared in the
representation underneath. In this model, the objects have a place either with class GREEN or RED. The isolating line
characterizes a limit on the correct side of which all objects are GREEN and to one side of which all objects are RED.
Any new article (white hover) tumbling to the right is marked, i.e., grouped, as GREEN (or named RED should it tumble
to one side of the isolating line.
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Fig. 1 A linear classifier, i.e., a classifier that separates a set of objects into their respective groups (GREEN and RED in
this case) with a line.
Most of the classification based task are not excessively basic, and the frequently increasing complex structures
are required so as to make an ideal partition, i.e., accurately arrange new objects (experiments) based on the precedents
that are accessible (train cases). This circumstance is portrayed in the delineation underneath. Contrasted with the past
schematic, unmistakably a full detachment of the GREEN and RED objects would require a bend (which is more
unpredictable than a line). Arrangement undertakings dependent on attracting isolating lines to recognize objects of
various class participations are known as hyper plane classifiers. Support Vector Machines are especially fit to deal with
such undertakings. [3]

Fig 2: Classification on the basis of the examples that are available (train cases)
B. Application of SVM in Cyber Security:
SVMs have ended up being solid contributor in the ﬁeld of malware recognition. For instance, it is demonstrated
that a SVM-based score is especially robust even with regular malware misperception systems. In to some degree the
paper [4] demonstrates that SVMs perform well in the testing assignment of identifying new and novel types of malware.
Straight SVMs are utilized because of their analysability [5]. That is, notwithstanding and producing a helpful scoring
procedure. A straight SVM frequently allows us to get the hang of something about the malware in the preparation set.
Other security applications where SVMs have been utilized with progress incorporate picture spam location and
investigation, interruption, and (content based) spam scrutiny. Investigation of system based assaults, steganography
examination, and biometric identiﬁcation are extra instances of the various security-related uses of SVMs. Then again, a
focused on assault dependent on sullying SVM preparing information is consider in [6]. Because of the geometric idea of
the SVM preparing process, such assaults are generally clear, which may be viewed as a shortcoming in contrast with
other AI methods, especially in security applications.
III. CLUSTERING
A. Introduction to Clustering
Clustering is the process of grouping a set of objects in such a way that objects in the same group are more
similar in some particular manner to each other than to those in other groups. It is used in many areas of research like
data mining, statistical data analysis, machine learning, pattern recognition, image analysis and information retrieval.
Clustering problem cannot be solved by one specific algorithm but it requires various algorithms that differ significantly
in their notion of what makes cluster and how to efficiently find them. Generally clusters include groups with small
distances among the cluster members, dense areas of the data space, intervals or particular statistical distributions.
Clustering can therefore be formulated as a multi-objective optimization problem. The appropriate clustering algorithm
and parameter settings depend on the individual data set and intended use of the results. Cluster analysis as such is an
iterative process of knowledge discovery or interactive multi-objective optimization that involves trial and failure. An
example is shown in the below figure. Cluster Analysis will often be necessary to modify data pre-processing and model
parameters until the result achieves the desired properties.[7]
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Fig 3: Cluster analysis shown as the colouring of the squares into three clusters.
B. Application of Clustering in Cyber Security
Clustering has been utilized in countless examinations concentrated on malware recognition, malware
investigation, and malware classiﬁcation. Different types of clustering have been connected to a wide assortment of other
data security issues, including spam examination and system based assaults. Also, group investigation has demonstrated
valuable in interruption location, bot net trafﬁc identification, and in managing different protection issues, among
numerous different applications.
IV. RANDOM FOREST
A. Introduction to Random Forest
Random Forest is an adaptable, simple to utilize AI calculation that produces, even without hyper-parameter
tuning, an extraordinary outcome more often than not. It is additionally a standout amongst the most utilized calculations,
since its straightforwardness and the way that it tends to be utilized for both order and relapse errands. Random Forest is
a supervised learning algorithm. It creates a forest and makes it somehow random. The forest it builds, is an ensemble of
Decision Trees, most of the time trained with the “bagging” method. The general idea of the bagging method is that a
combination of learning models increases the overall result. One big advantage of random forest is, that it can be used for
both classification and regression problems, which form the majority of current machine learning systems. Below you
can see how a random forest would look like with two trees:

Fig 4. Random Forest with two trees
Random Forest has nearly the same hyper parameters as a decision tree or a bagging classifier. Fortunately, you don’t
have to combine a decision tree with a bagging classifier and can just easily use the classifier-class of Random Forest.
Random Forest adds additional randomness to the model, while growing the trees. Instead of searching for the most
important feature while splitting a node, it searches for the best feature among a random subset of features. This results in
a wide diversity that generally results in a better model. [7]
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B. Application of Random forest in Cyber Security
Random forests have been connected widely to issues in Cyber security. The security utilizations of RFs
incorporate intrusion discovery, malware detection, and malicious PDFs, phishing identification, facial recognition, and
distinguishing vulnerable programs, among numerous others.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper we have outlined various machine learning schemes that could be used to classify and categorize various
cyber related threats that are alarming in our present era. Each technique presented has covered a general information on
the corresponding Machine learning techniques and its corresponding application in relevant domains. Many of the
domains have their own conventional tools to handle their data and create a profile based on the data that is available. But
due to immense volume of data that are generated each and every moment of time it is practically not possible to rely on
the conventional techniques and strategies. The mentioned machine learning techniques could be incorporated with the
existing tools to improve the efficacy of the existing frameworks.
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